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INTRODUCTION
Welcome
Your assistance with refugees is an integral part of their journey towards empowerment as they rebuild and settle into their
new community. For newcomers, the process of moving to and settling in a new country is often challenging and stressful.
They must learn to navigate complex social benefits and service systems and eventually, find employment and become selfsupporting – all while learning to express themselves effectively in a new language. We want families to feel welcome and
empower them to adjust successfully by finding work, learning the language, and forming friendships as they settle into their
new home.
Refugees are not the only ones to benefit from this process. Volunteers often mention that by giving their time and energy to
work with these families, their own lives are deeply enriched. Friendships are gained while working with people from other
cultures, as well as knowledge about the rich heritage and cultures of refugee families. Evidence has shown that countries
with inclusive integration policies also tend to be more developed, competitive and happier places to live. The empowerment
of refugees and asylum seekers to fully participate in European Union member state societies depends upon your support,
generosity, and commitment — guided by the broader goal of ensuring social cohesion to the benefit of all.

How to use this handbook

You want refugees to feel comfortable asking you

As a mentor, you will be paired with a refugee individual

with respect. This process of relationship-building is

questions, knowing you will treat their beliefs and concerns

or family, also referred to as your mentee. Mentors should

especially significant because you are offering a friendship

offer realistic and practical support that empowers the

that is invaluable and providing moral support that a

mentee. This handbook serves to advise you in your

newcomer needs. Likewise, you are not expected to know

capacity as a mentor. It provides insights to help you

everything. You are encouraged to ask questions

reflect on what is expected of you and what you are

about working with both the refugee family and with the

realistically able to do to make the most out of your

organisation to seek the answers you need.

mentoring experience. To be a mentor is to be a friend

After you are paired with a refugee family or individual, you will have an initial meeting with your mentee and organisation
staff for a formal introduction. This is a good time to set expectations. Thereafter, you will meet with your mentee on your
own once per week for approximately two hours, over the course of approximately 6 months. Together, you will have
frequent opportunities to practise language learning. This can be done more formally through a sit-down review
of vocabulary, or through conversation whilst participating in activities together. Each mentor-mentee relationship is
specific to the situation. You may spend time together cooking, or visiting community parks, farmers market, the library,
and/or museums. It is recommended that activities are centred on practical needs such as how to get around, purchase
food items or pay bills. These day-to-day activities address the larger goals of learning the local language, socialization,
and community integration.

and guide. You will provide mentees with basic information
on how to navigate key aspects of life in their new
country, such as how to access core services, safely use
household appliances, or understand potential differences

Goals of Mentorship

in social norms. Mostly, you will have many opportunities

For refugees who have little to no chance of

to be a source of encouragement and support as they

returning to their home country, starting a new

move towards self-sufficiency. Please remember that you

life in their host country and integrating into the

are a community guide and friend, not a Case Manager.1

local community is a necessity. Please keep the
following goals in mind as you help individuals and

“Effective mentors reflect an attitude
of openness and accessibility.”

families achieve self-sufficiency through the longterm impact of your mentorship:
Goals:
(1) Local language acquisition,
(2) Socialisation, and

1 Ryan, Dermot, Dooley, Barbara, and Benson, Ciran,
“Theoretical Perspectives on Post-Migration Adaptation and
Psychological Well-Being Among Refugees: Towards a ResourceBased Model,” Journal of Refugee Studies 21, no. 1 (2008): 1-18.

(3) Community integration

Essential functions of a mentor
Be a Friend

Be a Guide

Be an Advocate

Develop a friendship with the family

Assist with local language learning

Help your mentee with specific

and acquaint them with the

whilst discussing cultural orientation

problems they report to you that

community and local traditions. This

topics such as housing, employment,

might require some advocacy or

might involve visiting each other’s

transportation and education. Your

knowledge of local rules or systems.

homes; having a picnic in the park;

discussions will help your mentee

If they are having trouble with a

going to the zoo, a ball game, or

improve their language skills as they

landlord or understanding a bill,

concert; playing board or card games;

adjust to life in their new community.

you might be able to help them.

sharing recipes; making crafts;

Use resources provided by the

touring a library or local museum;

organisation, your own knowledge,

going out for dinner; or watching a

the internet, other mentors, and other

movie together.

staff/volunteers to find answers.
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PROGRAM
PARTICIPANT ROLES
Responsibilities of the mentor

Responsibilities of organisation staff

To mentor is to give your time, talents, and energy. To

•

ensure that your mentor experience is a rewarding one,

basic necessities, including furniture, household items,

we ask that you adhere to the following:

clothing, winter gear, etc.
•

•

Attend all volunteer trainings that may be offered
•

public benefits and follow up to make sure they are

your mentee at least once per week for two hours over

functioning.
•

Give your time, humour and happiness, and less of

•

accounts, etc.

Set boundaries — you want to be a friend, not a source

•

assist with follow-up appointments until refugee is

Encourage the self-sufficiency and independence of

independently able to do this.
•

Submit a signed confidentiality agreement agreeing
•

family.

•

•

•

Offer financial management trainings and job readiness
programs.

Be a friend and ally for appointments if appropriate, but

•

do not act as a case manager or interpreter.
•

Provide a welcome orientation and an introduction to
the public transportation system.

to respect the confidentiality of your mentee and their
•

Schedule medical health screening appointments and

of dependency.
your mentee.
•

Schedule and assist refugee to obtain documents,
including tax or social security numbers, ID cards, bank

material things.
•

Assist refugees and asylum seekers with obtaining

Be a consistent force in your mentee’s life. Visit with
the course of six months.

•

Communicate with the landlord about items needing
attention.

throughout the year at the organisation.
•

Help the refugee find housing and assist with finding

Arrange referrals to local language classes and
tutoring.

Encourage the use of the local language; be an ear to

•

Assist with job searches, completion of applications

listen and provide the opportunity to practise.

and/or curriculum vitae or resume-writing; and job

Ask questions, provide feedback and voice concerns

placement services, including mediation with job

to the organisation on a regular basis, especially when

supervisors.

you are unclear about an unusual or sensitive situation.

•

Coordinate interpreter services.

Respect the time commitments of your mentee by

•

Provide referrals to professional immigration services.

keeping scheduled meetings and give advanced notice

•

Assist with school enrolment.

if you need to change an appointment time.

•

Provide long-term problem-solving assistance.

Responsibilities of the mentee (refugee)

Program services

•

Attend all appointments and classes on time, notifying

[Describe the organization’s work as well as a general

staff if they must miss an appointment.

overview of the services provided, with a more

•

Make appointments during office hours as required.

detailed list of programs available to refugees at the

•

Learn and use the public transportation system.

end of the chapter.]

•

Notify the case manager with all housing, rent, billing,

•

medical, school, etc. issues.

For additional questions:

Make self-sufficiency/integration plans and keep

[insert organisation contact information]

focused on tasks.
•

Seek employment according to the agreed upon
individual integration plan signed between mentee and
organisation staff.

•

Be respectful to the mentor, staff, and volunteers.
Do not exhibit abusive or threatening behaviour.

Turn in any documentation required by the organisation
ON TIME. It is every mentor’s responsibility to do this.
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PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT GUIDELINES

A few ways to recognise that there are boundary
issues:
•

Your gut says, “Oh no, not again!” to a mentee’s
request but your mouth says, “Once more can’t hurt.”

•

You begin to feel the mentee’s fear or sense of
urgency as your own.

Confidentiality

•

•

Do not be afraid to say “No”

feelings of anger, disappointment or loss.

This can be very difficult at first but it is essential. Is the

Upon signing the confidentiality agreement, mentors cannot

•

mentee asking you to make a phone call even when

share any personal information regarding their mentee with

•

alone? Is the mentee asking you for money or material

expressly granted by the mentee. It is essential that

•

you find yourself saying no repeatedly about the same

confidentiality related to issues like physical and mental
health, finances, past traumatic experiences, and personal
identifying information. However, a breach of confidentiality

expectations.

Boundaries help prevent burnout

•

Refugee resettlement work can be stressful, even for

can be considered if, for example, there is suspicion of
regarding a child is governed by the child’s best interests.

to prevent burnout is to care for yourself. Don’t feel bad

Note that mentors do not have access to all available

just be certain to communicate the schedule change

solve it for themselves.
•

if you need to take a week off for a little personal time;

•
•

they’re serving. If you start to feel yourself burning out,

organisation and the mentee. Mentors must be
such as a mentee who is HIV+. Mentors must take

•

appropriate precautions in such cases.

Detached compassion
Detached compassion is a concept that is defined as
“a way of entering into the situation of the person being

Setting and keeping boundaries

helped that enables the helper to continue to function
effectively in the helping role.” Although it is important

Boundaries are essential for both you and the mentee.
Refugees may have unrealistic ideas about what a mentor
can and will do for them. Explain what kind of help you will
provide. You may also need to describe your own emotional

to form a bond with your mentee, remember that taking
on your mentee’s problems as your own can hurt both
of you in the long run.

given to your mentee.

You will learn that refugee families have an array
of needs, some of which you will be unable to
meet.
Prior to the first meeting with your mentee and family,
consider the following:
•

and time limitations in the relationship.
•
•

Questions to consider when setting boundaries:
•

acceptable for them to call?
•

money? How much am I willing to spend per
week? (Spending money is NOT a requirement of

community-based resources available to refugees?

volunteering!)

How much time are you able to spend with your

•

consistent
Doing so will help prevent problems in the future.

•

How comfortable are you referring your mentee to

•

differentiating between agency staff and mentors and

differences between our homes? How will I address this?
•

Will I meet with my mentee only certain times each

these resources?

week or will it be flexible? What if my mentee calls and

How will you respond to a mentee’s request for

asks for help today?

financial assistance?

from the beginning. Refugees may have a hard time

Do I want my mentee to visit my home? Is there a
possibility that I will feel uncomfortable about the

What is the best way for your mentee to contact you?

•

Do I want to go places with my mentee that cost

How familiar are you with the organisation and

•

Every mentor-mentee relationship is different, so it

Which phone numbers do I want to provide to the
mentee and family? Which days and times are

mentee?

Make boundaries clear early on and keep them

is important for there to be a clear understanding

Your own family, work and/or relationships are
suffering because of the time or emotional attention

please let organisation staff know.

aware that they may not be notified of particular situations,

You catch yourself thinking, “It feels so good to be
needed.”

balance between their needs and the needs of those

shared is determined through an agreement between the

You start to think that no one can solve your mentee’s
problems as well as you can.

to your mentee. The best helpers know how to keep a

information regarding their mentee. The information to be

You try to force solutions to a problem rather than
giving the mentee the information and tools needed to

mentors. It is a high burnout field and the primary way

a child suffering abuse. Full disclosure of information

You realise that you are afraid that your mentee won’t
like you or might be angry if you don’t meet their

issues, please let organisation staff know.
•

You insert yourself as “middleman” into your mentee’s
relationship or disputes.

goods? As a mentor, you have the right to say no. If

staff and mentors respect mentees by maintaining their

You want to “buffer” your mentee from the very real
difficulties of starting life again in a new culture.

the mentee’s local language ability is sufficient to do it

anyone other than organisation staff unless permission is

You find yourself wanting to “solve” your mentee’s

•

How will you handle the emotional aspect of the

What will I do if I begin to feel stressed about the
relationship? (Hint: contact organisation)

mentor-mentee relationship?

they expect the same of both. Organisation staff will
gladly help facilitate the boundaries conversation with

If you have any concerns about the staff or program,

the mentee.

please contact:
[insert contact information]
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UNDERSTANDING WHO
REFUGEES ARE

Resettlement

Durable solutions options for refugees:

After arriving in a neighbouring country, refugees may

1. Voluntary Repatriation: the refugee or individual
returns safely to their country of origin.

apply for protection from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). United Nations

2. Integration: the refugee integrates and naturalizes in
their country of first asylum or host country.

workers determine which durable solution — voluntary

3. Resettlement: the refugee travels to and resettles in a
third country, through a pre-approved legal process.

repatriation (if conditions improve), local integration, or
resettlement to a third country — is most appropriate for
each case.

Resettlement means that if a refugee cannot find security in the country to which they first arrived, and if they cannot
return to their home country, another country may be found in which they can live. If the UNHCR identifies resettlement
as the most appropriate solution, a member state of the EU must agree to admit that person — as a refugee — with
permanent residence status. This designation gives refugees rights similar to those enjoyed by nationals and a possibility
for permanent residency.

What services do refugees receive when they arrive?
Refugees are often resettled to a country where the society, language and culture are completely different and new to
them. In response to this, the European Commission adopted an Action Plan on the integration of third-country nationals
in 2016. The EU Action Plan is a guiding document that addresses challenges faced by refugees. Each EU member state
is free to implement the guidelines as they choose. Guidelines include providing access to basic services such as housing
and healthcare; and actions to support exchanges with the receiving society, including language training, education, and
sometimes, labour market or vocational resources.

How do refugees get to Europe?

Refugee status is a form of protection that may be granted

Although the term “refugee” is often used interchangeably

to a person who meets the definition of refugee and who

with other terms such as “immigrant,” or “asylum seeker”,

is of special humanitarian concern to the European Union

there are important distinctions to keep in mind. The critical

(EU).

What are some of the challenges refugees face?
Unrealistic expectations or misinformation can have a profound effect upon a refugee’s resettlement experience. Refugees
may not clearly understand the scope of adjustment and challenges that await them upon arrival. In reality, most refugees

difference that sets refugees apart from other groups, like
economic migrants, is that refugees flee their homeland

The term “asylum” refers to the legal permission to stay

arrive with only a small suitcase containing some clothes or personal items and a few pieces of identification. Many have

due to a fear of persecution based on their race, religion,

somewhere as a refugee. Not every asylum seeker will be

little to no knowledge about the language or culture of their receiving community. They may lack the skills to navigate

nationality, political views, or membership to a particular

recognised as a refugee, but every refugee is initially an

new and complex healthcare and education systems. They have a great deal to learn, usually in a foreign language. Most

social group. They leave everything behind, with little to no

asylum seeker.

significantly, they lack the strong personal networks that are inherent in one’s community.

prior planning, to seek personal safety. The road for many
asylum seekers attempting to resettle in a safe country

For additional information, please visit:

is perilous and stressful. Family members are frequently

1.

UNHCR (https://www.unhcr.org)

separated, as they slowly and painfully try to make their

2.

IOM (https://www.iom.int)

way to a neighbouring country. Often, women arrive without

3.

EU Resettlement (https://www.resettlement.eu)

their husbands, as the men have either stayed behind,

4.

IDMC (http://www.internal-displacement.org)

or are missing or dead due to wars in their homeland.

Culture shock
Culture shock may be defined as the feelings experienced when one is taken out of a familiar environment and thrown into
a completely new and different environment. In your own country, you are among people who understand you — who know
who you are and who think and behave in a similar manner to you. You know what to expect from them and they from you.
However, when you enter a new culture, you suddenly encounter people with new behaviours and new ways of thinking
— a simple gesture or movement or utterance may mean something completely different. This can cause culture shock.

Refugees are best viewed as “pushed” from their country
of origin rather than “pulled” to a new land for economic or
social benefit.

Delayed Grief and Related Depression
Evidence has shown that severe, immobilizing depression can surface many months after the initial settlement. Sometimes

Our organisation supports both refugees and asylum seekers
who come from a variety of countries.

this happens when the difficulties of resettlement seem to be successfully resolved. After the newness of their environment
wears off and the tensions of coping with resettling on their own increase, refugees may experience a “let down” or
depression.

– 10 –
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HOW CAN YOU HELP
REFUGEES ADJUST?
Refugees generally have a high level of motivation
not only to rebuild their own lives, but also to make a
meaningful contribution to the receiving society. The
fact that they have survived often horrific experiences is
testimony to their resilience. It is important for refugees
to be in an environment and mindset that is conducive to
learning and adjustment. The integration process should

Learn about the mentee’s culture and
history

Be honest about the changes caused in
adjustment

Newcomers may have different norms and communication

Changes in relationships and values can cause deep

styles that govern social interactions (such as

emotional responses on the part of the refugee.

body language or verbal cues), which can lead to

Sometimes these responses are unconscious. When

miscommunication. Learn about your mentee’s culture

refugees are able to articulate the changes and effects

through self-study and interactions with members of that

they are experiencing, they are better equipped to define

culture. Consider taking the time to learn a few words

what they like and don’t like about those changes.

using a bilingual dictionary. This can help provide you with

Refugees who can accept, modify or selectively choose

a framework for interpreting differences and understanding

how they react to change generally adjust better than

refugees’ perspectives and experiences.

those who feel a loss of control over what is happening to

Recognise that mentees need a support
community

assist refugees and asylum seekers to recover from the
trauma they have experienced by restoring connection
and routine, and offering them support as they become

You are an important part of your mentee’s support

independent. The effectiveness of a mentor’s efforts in the

community. Your patience, understanding and

integration process can be undermined if newcomers are

encouragement can help mentees overcome feelings of

stressed or distracted.

homesickness, loneliness, physical illness, anxiety and

them. Unconscious dissatisfaction and a sense of losing
control often lead to frustration and anger. These emotions
may result in abuse to family members, psychosomatic
illnesses, sleeplessness, depression, and in some cases
suicidal tendencies.

Ask for help

depression. Other sources of support can come from the

If your mentee suffers from depression that deepens and/

Here are some ways to help ease mentees in their

mentee’s own ethnic group, including extended family

or lasts a long time, a mental health worker or religious

transition.

members, political and religious leaders, or other ethnic

leader with an understanding of the refugee’s culture

support groups.

should be contacted. Please let organisation staff know
if you suspect this is the case. Many refugees will look

Two key factors of adjustment
1.

Mentees should be made aware that the first key
factor in adjustment is learning to speak a new
language. Two reasons for this are:
a. People who speak the language of their new

can communicate with members of their new
community.
The second factor is getting a job in which the mentee

feel inadequate to support the family. Sometimes

for the mentor to be sensitive to the refugee’s feelings

enabling self-sufficiency. Your role as a mentor in this is

when problems arise. If counselling is needed, it may also

vital. But please realise that your role has limits.

be necessary to have a trained professional meet the

their cultural and family rights. Therefore, it is important

Organisation staff can help facilitate this.

information. You are not asked to make decisions on their

b. People who speak the national language

the family. Adjustment problems may occur if adults

The guiding philosophy behind refugee resettlement is

You are asked to help refugees obtain necessary

employment than those who don’t.

feels he or she is making a valuable contribution to

upon intervention in family problems as a violation of

mentee in an informal, rather than an institutional setting.

state have a much greater chance of finding

2.

Encourage self-sufficiency

behalf regarding health care, housing, employment,

Adapted from Bridge Refugee and Sponsorship Services

social service benefits, family relations or schooling. When

Sponsor’s Handbook.

refugees have problems in these areas, you should refer
them to the organisation office. You will be an initial source
of guidance for your mentee, but eventually mentees need
to learn how to navigate these challenges themselves.

this frustration can be manifested negatively through
verbal or physical abuse within the family.

Set expectations
Give your mentee a thorough orientation about what is
realistic to expect in their new community. Of particular
importance is describing how much the refugee can expect
from others (including the government) and how much
they must do for themselves in regard to resettlement,
adjustment, and development of a support community.

– 12 –
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MEETING
WITH YOUR MENTEE

First meeting with mentee without organisation staff present
During your first meeting with your mentee on your own, it can be helpful to address basic and immediate needs. For
example:

Home (as necessary)
•

Review the uses of basic appliances.

•

Ask that they demonstrate to you how to check their smoke detector.

•

Check the thermostat in their home and remind them that their utility bill will be higher if they keep their home very hot
in the winter or very cold in the summer.

•

Remind them that water from the tap is clean and appropriate to drink. Drink a glass of water to demonstrate.

•

Ask if there is anything in the home that doesn’t work and if appropriate, explain how to report the issue(s) to the
landlord.

Concerns and other questions
•

What do they most want to work on and learn? (E.g., local language, getting around their new community, cooking in
their new home, sewing and crafts, etc.)

•

Is there anything they need for their family or for their home? (Prior to asking this, consider what you are willing to do
with the response.) This is a chance to go over your roles and responsibilities vs. those of organization staff.

Calendar
•

Mark a calendar with a picture/star/special colour with today’s date and when you will visit them next.

•

Remind the family that they must be home at this time and date.

Mentor dos and don'ts

Initial meeting with organisation staff and refugee family
Plan to arrive 5-10 minutes early to meet the organisation representative and interpreter in front of your mentee’s

DO:

DON’T:

house, apartment or office. It is a good idea to bring a diary or print blank calendars from the internet to schedule your

•

Be punctual and reliable.

•

Make judgments about your mentee or family.

next meetings. The purpose of the initial meeting is to set expectations of both the mentor and the mentee. It is also an

•

Get to know your mentee. Try to get a sense of

•

Try to be a parent/social worker/therapist.

where your mentee is coming from.

•

Lecture or preach your personal values to your

opportunity for an organisation representative to orient both parties to the mentorship program.
•
•

Mentor introduction — tell them a little bit about yourself and your family.

•

Mentee and family’s introduction — Ask questions. They probably won’t give much information unless you ask

•

specific questions about them, where they are from, their children, their vocation, etc.
o

Do they have family or friends in the area or someone to guide them?

o

Do they have a friend or relation who speaks the local language and is willing to attend future meetings to help

mentee.

Make an effort to learn about your mentee’s
culture and ethnic background.

•

Lend money or valuable things to your mentee.

Hold mentees accountable for things that are

•

Give the impression that your mentee’s learning
and development is not important to you.

expected of them.
•

you communicate, or is available to translate text messages from you?

When your mentee makes a mistake,

•

Make promises that you cannot fulfill.

emphasize that mistakes are necessary learning

•

Expect immediate results and improvements
from your mentee.

experiences and be encouraging of their attempt.
•

Help identify talents and strengths within your

•

Be serious all of the time.

mentee and encourage pursuit of passions.
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BEGINNING
WITH THE BASICS

Communication tips
Helping your mentee learn the local language is very much embedded into the mentorship experience because it
expedites their integration into the community. It may be common for your mentee to have little to no proficiency in the
local language. In these cases, non-verbal communication plays an equally important role to verbal communication.

Communicating Across Cultures
1.

Use gestures — Be mindful of your expressions and exude positivity when words cannot. Gestures are also another

The needs, concerns, knowledge, and
capabilities of every individual will vary
tremendously. Take the time to get to
know your mentee in order to address
concerns or adapt to specific needs.

way to convey important information.
2.

Draw pictures — This will be your way of communication in the beginning. Draw a map with directions to the grocery
store or draw an apple when you are teaching food vocabulary, etc.

3.

Use direct eye contact — Be an active listener and demonstrate that you are listening to them, even if you do not
understand them.

4.

Use open body language — It assures the mentee that you value what they are sharing with you, or what they are
trying to share.

5.

Respect physical space and touch — A good rule of thumb is to not touch a person of the opposite gender unless
they have touched you first.

6.

Avoid interrupting — It reiterates that you are listening and being respectful of what your mentee is contributing.

7.

Minimise distractions — Try to look at your phone as little as possible. However, it is ok to use your phone for
Google Translate, educational games for children, and/or looking at directions.

8.

time with your mentee or family as you get to know them.
Most activities are free and focus on giving new refugees
the skills and knowledge they need to live in their new
community. Some are just aimed at having fun as you

Understand “on time” means different things — We teach mentees how important it is to arrive early to

become more acquainted!

appointments. However, being “on time” in some cultures means finishing one activity before starting the next. Try not

No matter what the activity, remember to focus on

to be offended if they are not “on time” to scheduled outings. You can teach them how to set an alarm on their phones
to signal when to leave their house.
9.

Below are just a few suggestions of ways to spend quality

Think before you speak — Keep your language as simple as possible. For example, “Do you think you could go with
me to the shops on Monday?” It is hard to decipher the important words from this sentence. Try, “Can we shop on
Monday? Together?” You can point to your mentee and yourself to indicate going “together.”

10. Patience — Always give time for mentees to communicate their issues.
11. Paraphrase — Before responding to a question or comment made by your mentee, restate what you heard and your

empowering your mentee to do it by themselves. Likewise,
provide them with the skills to cope with unfamiliar social
or cultural situations. Your ultimate goal is to help them
thrive in society and be comfortable in their new country.
Just remember, any time together is an opportunity for
them to learn.

interpretation of their question or comment. For example, the phrase “From my understanding,” shows that you are
repeating what they said based on your interpretation. This technique facilitates mutual understanding and leaves little
room for misinterpretation.
12. Ask for verification — It is important for your mentee to understand what you are saying. To accomplish this, ask
your mentee to restate a point or comment. For example, you can say, “I want to be sure I made myself clear. Could
you tell me what you understood…?” It does not usually help to ask “Do you understand?” because most people will

Knowledge and skills that every refugee should have
Please review the list below with your mentee to get started.
•

say “yes” whether they understand or not.
13. Be open and interested — In order to better experience a new culture, it is important to remain open to new customs
and ideas. Express your curiosity and interest. The more you explore, the more you will learn.
14. Cultivate a sense of humour — Maintain a relaxed and humorous environment when interacting with your mentee.
•

How to say and write:

•

The name, phone number, and address of their

o

their name

o

address

o

birth date

o

their spouse’s name and birth date

plunger, basic cleaning, food storage, how to buy

o

any children’s names and birth dates

and change light bulbs, taking out rubbish, etc.

children’s school
•

Basic maintenance of their:
o

o

How to ask for an interpreter and how to spell the

Apartment — vacuuming, thermostat, using a

House — all above tasks plus changing furnace
filters, rubbish pickup days, mowing

name of their native language
•

The name and phone number of their case manager

•

How to use a washing machine and dryer

•

The name, daytime phone number, and emergency

•

How to walk or take the bus to the grocery store,
thrift store, discount store or their work place

phone number of their landlord
•

•

How to set up payment for rent and utilities

•

The proper way to call in sick and the number to call

How to keep paperwork organised by topic in folders
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Practical and educational activities
•

•

Demonstrate developmentally-appropriate ways for

Walk together to the park, library, supermarket, etc.
After walking there two or three times, let your mentee

interacting with children. Help parents remember that
they are still their child’s most important teacher.
•

Show parents how they can teach children the

•

parents who don’t speak the local language will still
Teach the names of well-known areas and major
streets in the city.
•

Practise using public transportation.

•

Practise naming and counting money. Explain money
(but don’t bring the real thing).

•

Help introduce the family to their neighbours.

•

Visit a zoo or museum.

•

Check websites for local, free family events.

•

Visit famous landmarks.

•

Ask them to teach you a few words or phrases in their
language.

•

Help read the mail.

•

Introduce yourself to the children’s teacher.

•

Help buy a sim card from a local provider so they can
call home.

•

Go fishing.

•

Bring over a card game or board game.

•

Help plant vegetables or herbs if they have a balcony
or backyard.

•

Review language lessons.

•

Demonstrate how parents can help kids with
homework.
Accompany parents to special events at their
children’s school.

•

Practise naming objects in the local language.

•

Practise writing names, addresses, and phone
numbers.

•

Ask them to teach you how to cook a traditional dish
from their culture.

know the alphabet.

•

Visit the farmers market. Shop for ingredients
together.

alphabet, numbers, or how to write their name. Many

•

take the lead.
•

MENTORSHIP:
HELPING REFUGEES
DEVELOP SELF-RELIANCE

Practise writing and sending letters. Walk to the post
office together.

•

Teach simple home maintenance and repairs.

•

Help ‘childproof’ the home, if needed.

•

Learn their holidays and participate in the celebration.

•

Take them to a local sporting event (especially
football).

•

Play sports with the family.

•

Show them how they can celebrate public holidays.

•

Visit nearby second-hand stores.

•

Introduce them to your friends who may be interested

Budgeting and Personal Finance

in co-sponsoring or volunteering.
•

Bring over some of your favourite music to listen to

Money can be a very awkward thing to discuss during

with them.

What to do if mentee does not speak the local
language:
•

Refer to tips in Communicating Across

Cultures.
•

Bring photos, magazine clippings or draw
pictures

•

Use flash cards, make labels, and review what
was learned from the last visit

•

Continue to practise learning the local
language

the transitional phase of a person’s life. However,

There are many ways in which you
can help refugees integrate into local
communities as they work to create stable,
productive new lives. The next section
includes essential topics to guide you in
your activities and discussions. It is helpful
to assess your mentee’s knowledge, skills
and attitudes related to each of these
topics before you begin working on them.
In doing so, you can build on their existing
capacities, focus on areas of greatest
need, and measure and celebrate their
achievements.

teaching refugee families' financial literacy is
essential to helping them achieve self-sufficiency and
independence. Discussing the cost of goods, banking,
and budgeting in their new community is extremely
useful for any new resident. Before arriving in the EU,
refugees sometimes receive conflicting or unrealistic
information about earning or receiving money in
Europe.
Each refugee receives public assistance to spend
as they choose, but it should be used to cover basic
necessities like housing, food, medical services,
clothing, utilities, etc. They will receive state-provided
medical care which includes routine immunisations
for children. Your mentees are responsible for
budgeting to purchase household items. Many
refugees send money back to relatives abroad, they
should be encouraged to ensure they have paid their
basic necessities before doing so. Occasionally, the

Recreational activities

organization may have donations they can provide
to the family but it is not guaranteed. Please contact
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Cultural Adjustment - families and children

the organisation if you feel the family has household
item needs they cannot afford. If your mentee has a
particular need that you are able to accommodate, you

•

can donate needed items to them directly. We ask that

It is important when discussing the topic of families and

cash donations NOT be made directly to your mentee.

children to remember that culture determines most of how

You may make a cash donation to the organisation

we conceptualise life and governs our behaviour. The

office instead.

cultural values of your mentee may be significantly different

ramifications in host communities. Both men and
women need to know the laws regarding domestic
abuse. Refugee women need to know about
their options in the face of such issues. Similarly,

from your own. While it is not necessary or advisable that
Advise them to take precautions with banking

they abandon their cultural values, they do need to be

transactions, such as:

aware that there are laws that must govern their behaviour.

refugee men need to know that they can be jailed
or be kept away from their families for abusing a
spouse, regardless of what may be sanctioned

Finding out what your mentee thinks about raising children,
•

Never share your bank account information with

and relating as husband and wife might help you work with

anyone but your employer.

them more effectively.

•

Do not carry a lot of cash.

•

Never keep your ATM card PIN number with your

•

•

in their cultures. Again, providing your mentees
with examples of how to handle domestic conflict
including speaking with one another calmly, taking
space apart when angry, and involving another

Adapting to life in a new country places many demands

card.

on refugees. Sometimes the family can provide great

Always get a receipt when you are paying for

comfort in times of stress. Other times, the many

something, including rent.

drastic changes can lead to depression, abuse, or lack

party such as a religious leader or counsellor, can
help. If a situation of domestic abuse arises in your
mentee family, please report it to organisation staff
immediately.

of control within the family.
•

•

Many children learn the local language more quickly

•

spokesperson. This role reversal between parents and
children can be uncomfortable and unsettling. You can
support your mentees by not relying on their children

Have you ever used a bank ATM? Do you

as interpreters or family spokesperson.

know how to make a deposit or withdrawal?
•

Do you know how to keep a monthly budget?

•

•

Some parents feel a loss of control over their children
to traditional cultural norms. Be aware of these

•

If you head to the store, have your mentee

While this should be discussed with the family by
family’s understanding through open dialogue. If
you become aware of an issue, please report it to
organisation staff immediately.

Harsh physical discipline may be common in other
countries, but it is unlawful to abuse children in the EU.
Taking the time to communicate EU law and sharing

there. It’s easy to get excited and buy too

alternative methods of discipline can support parents in

much, whereas a list will help mentees buy

making this adjustment. If you become aware of abuse

only what they need.

in the household, please report it to organisation staff

If a monthly budget already exists, review it

immediately.

with the family. If it doesn’t, support them in
creating one.
•

the situation is brought to the court’s attention.

it.

Practise naming and counting money. Explain

make a list of what is needed before heading

•

but they can pose serious legal ramifications if

dynamics and be willing to talk with your mentee about

money (but don’t bring the real thing).
•

these activities can be hidden from public view,

the organisation, you can help to reinforce the

as they explore their new culture and refuse to adhere

Skills and practice:

Other family issues that may clash with local laws
include early marriage or polygamy. In most cases,

than their parents and end up acting as the family

Questions to ask:

Domestic abuse against women can carry legal

•

Practise writing cheques and pay bills together.

While the host community may believe that children
shouldn’t have too much responsibility, girls from other
cultures might be expected to care for siblings at a
very young age. This can lead to problems with child
protection authorities. Anticipate the challenges your
mentees may have with childcare and support them in
exploring alternatives.
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Questions to ask:

Questions to ask:

Higher Education
A large proportion of refugees resettled to Europe

•

What was family life like for you in your country?

•

What are the expectations of children in your country?

•

How do men and women relate to one another in your country?

•

How do you deal with abuse in your culture?

•

Do you have concerns about how the dynamics of your family might change?

•

are aged between 18 and 34 — an age range closely

What are these concerns and how do you think you will cope with them?

children are doing in school? Do they

associated with the pursuit of higher education studies.

have any problems in school that you

Some may be motivated to enter university, or could

want to talk about?

have been attending university before fleeing their

•

country of origin.

•

the educational system there?

Use pictures of your own family and their family to practise relationship names. Put the English words
on cards next to photos so that they can review their local language skills later. Or copy the pictures and
write simple sentences underneath such as “This is my sister.” “My brother lives in Afghanistan.”

•

Use scenarios and/or role plays to discuss family discipline.

What languages do you speak, read,
or write?

for refugees who fled their home countries quickly. So,

questions, “Do you have any ____?” Keep the patterns simple and predictable.
•

•

education prior to enrolment. This can be a challenge

Practise simple sentence patterns such as “I have a sister,” “I have two brothers,” and the corresponding

Did you go to school in your own
country? Can you tell me more about

Most universities require evidence of previous

Skills and practice:

(For parents) Do you know how your

•

too, can be the language requirements and cost of

What do you hope to accomplish in this
country? (Or, what are your goals?)

education. You can help your mentees by explaining

•

the complicated education system and supporting them

What do you know about the
educational system here? What do you

in getting their qualifications recognised once they

wish to know?

have secured an entry-level job. Help them to articulate
their goals and consider what type of training/education
might help them to accomplish those goals. Remind

Skills and practice:

them that they should first strive for self-sufficiency and
let them know that many Europeans work while going

•

to school.

If they are in school, ask if they would
like help with their homework. Go over
the lessons they are currently studying.
Reinforcing the material will help them

Education

to learn faster.
•

Education plays a crucial role in helping refugees settle

appropriate to their situation. If they

into their new country and environment. Upon arrival,

are parents, try to make up a dialogue

children, young people and their families are likely not to

about a parent-teacher conference.

understand their educational rights and obligations, nor

Have them ask questions or voice

will they know how to navigate the education system to

concerns to their teacher at school.

find out what opportunities and supports are available to

•

them.

with them. As necessary/appropriate,

•

Talking about what is expected of children in school.

•

Finding an appropriate place for the children to get

help them fill out applications or write
essays that are often a part of the
process.

extra help with their homework or offering that help

•

themselves.

support their educational goals.

within the school system.

•

activities and tutoring.

Encouraging the parents to be involved in their

•

Communicating the importance of school attendance

child’s education by helping them with homework,

and the consequences of truancy, and teaching

reading to them, or participating in school activities.

mentees what to do if their child is sick or must miss

Explaining local school parent/teacher meetings

school for an appointment.

and the importance of communicating with teachers
about their children’s progress.
•

Continue to support your mentees in
learning the local language as this will

Familiarizing themselves with any special needs that
the children might have and advocating for them

•

For those who wish to explore postsecondary education, research options

Mentors can help by:

•

Do a role-playing exercise that is

Showing parents the value of extracurricular
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Questions to ask:

Using a computer

•

After a family has been in their new community for a few

Did you often use a computer at home in your
native country?

weeks, they may want a computer. A computer can be
a great asset for a refugee family. Show them how to
access computers at their local library or internet cafe.

•

What did you use the computer for?

•

What would you like to be able to do on the
computer?

They can use it to find jobs, to practise a new language, to
communicate with friends and family in their home country,
and to fend off boredom. Some things to keep in mind:

Skills and practice:

•

•

If you are able to set up a computer for the family, it
is better to teach them how to troubleshoot than to
just do it for them. Computer problems are sure to

•

come up on a regular basis and it would be a shame
for your time to be spent fixing their computer every

•

week. You have a lot to offer them beyond your
computer skills. Teach them something new every
time they ask you to look at it and try to plan time with

Visit the local library and have the mentee

refugees may not have had formal work

conducts an employment assessment through an

experience, this does not mean that they

interpreter with each new refugee to find out their level

didn’t work.)

of education, job skills and history of employment. Then

•

the employment team helps them fill out applications and

this through. They likely have skills that

with various employers to support job placements.

they don’t realise are transferable.

provide them with foundational work experiences. Your

Look for employment opportunities together on

mentee may be concerned that if they take a low paying

the computer.

job they may be stuck in that job forever. Remind them

If your mentee doesn’t already know how to

that in the European Union people change jobs frequently.

type, direct them to a free typing website so

They can always leave and get a new job once they have

they can learn on their own.

gained some experience. Encourage them to stay on the

•

things can infect their computer with a virus.
Many younger refugees know how to use the Internet
or Facebook. Teach the family how to use word

job at least six months before changing in order to build up

Skills and practice:
•

while working, network with their employer and co-workers,
and build good references that will support them in getting

discussion.
•

speak with him or her when they don’t.
•

Speak with your mentee about their rights and

foreign concept to your mentee. Mentors
can help by conducting mock interviews
with the mentee. Role-play an interview

conditions, or give notice when they decide to move onto a

local language.

using commonly-asked interview

new position.

questions and practise skills like smiling,
making direct eye contact and shaking

Teach about employment laws:
•
•

hands.

Emphasize that laws usually protect employees over

•

Reinforce interview vocabulary.

employers.

•

Discuss cultural expectations of good

The average working time for each 7-day period,

hygiene. Demonstrate use of products

including overtime, must not exceed 48 hours, over

as necessary and appropriate.

a reference period not exceeding four months.
•

•

Many countries do not conduct “formal
interviews” so this process may be a

concerns with their employer about unpleasant working

homework assignments or to continue practising the

Practise punctuality. Praise your mentee
when he or she arrives on time, and

something better in the future.

sick when they are not feeling well. Help the mentee voice

websites. Show them how to use their computer for

Discuss different entry-level jobs. Bring
flash/picture cards to support your

responsibilities. Practise with the mentee how to call in

processing programs or how to find educational

What are your plans for the future?
What kind of job would you like to have?

a good work history. Mentees can learn the local language

making false statements and that downloading certain

What kind of skills do you have? What
do you do well? Support them in thinking

prepare for job interviews. The employment team networks

computers.

When you come across scams or pop-up ads online,

What kind of work did you do in
your country? (Note that while some

refugees gain employment. The employment team

Encourage mentees to take entry-level jobs that will

point them out to the family. Explain that these ads are

•

•

The Job Counsellors at the organisation work to help

practise asking the librarian how to access the

them that does not involve the computer.
•

Questions to ask:

Employment

•

Discuss what it means to treat your

If you work more than 6 hours in one day, your

supervisor, co-workers and customers

employer must ensure that you are given a break, the

politely and professionally, etc. Use

duration of which is specified by national law.

scenarios to anticipate difficult situations.

Night workers may not work more than an average
of 8 hours per 24-hour period. Night workers should
also be guaranteed free health assessments before
carrying out night work. 21

2 EU working hours https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/humanresources/working-hours-holiday-leave/working-hours/index_en.htm
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Health
•

Skills and practice

You may encounter refugees with different beliefs

•

about healthcare. In some animist cultures, there is

pains. This involves teaching names of body

reluctance to follow regional health practices because

parts and terms for simple ailments such

of the belief in the power of a shaman, a tradition

as headaches and sore throats. Use simple

healer, to cure the sick. Other refugees might value

sentence patterns to practise this vocabulary.

having more options in healthcare, but are unfamiliar

•

with the type of care available.

Point to your head and say, “I have a

Those who are wary of certain medical practices

“I have a stomachache.” Substitute different

headache.” Point to your stomach and say,
family members in the sentences. “My baby

may become less intimidated when they know more

has a fever.” “My son has an earache.” You

about local systems. It might help to share your own

can use pictures and gestures to help you with

experiences with the medical system such as routine

this lesson.

testing and vaccinations.
•

Teach vocabulary to express aches and

•

Practise how to call emergency services. They
should be able to state their name, address,

Mental health is another area to explore. Many

and the problem. Make certain that they

refugees experience severe culture shock;

understand the consequences of calling in a

others have experienced traumatic and/or violent

non-emergency situation.

experiences in their home countries or countries of

•

asylum. These life experiences can lead to emotional
distress and even physical illness. Therapy is not
commonplace in many cultures. This is a sensitive

Making telephone calls can be challenging
for many refugees. You can ease this fear by

New Community - public transit

helping them role-play making an appointment

Mentees may learn about the public transit system

over a fake phone. You can also arrange an

topic and very tricky to navigate, so if you believe

“assignment” in which they call you at home as

your family could benefit from therapy, consult with

a practice exercise. For example:

organisation staff.

Mentee: “Hello, I need to make an appointment
for my baby.”

Questions to ask:
•

Nurse: “Who is your doctor?”
Mentee: “My doctor is Dr. Nelson.”

What does health care look like in your

Nurse: “What is wrong with your baby?”

country?
•

Mentee: “My baby’s stomach hurts.”

Where would you go when sick? (Note that

transportation in their community and how to safely
use them. If your mentee does not own a car, you
considerations during your interactions with them:

Skills and practice:

Ensure your mentee is aware of public

•

transportation options in the locality.
•

•

You can expand this to digital clocks and then
to reading bus schedules.
•

your local bus company has an information
line, you can have your mentee call to ask

transportation that are likely to be used.

for specific information. See if they can
understand what is said to them and if they

You can ride the bus or subway with them to places they

can remember the directions. They might need

need to find in the city or to interesting sights like the

(Refugees often have good unique remedies

to know how to ask for clarification “Excuse

museum, the library or special events.

for common health problems).

Do a role-play about asking for bus
information. “How can I get to _______?” If

Check if your mentee understands how to
safely board, ride, and exit the types of public

your mentees know this.)

Telling time is a critical skill. Practise with a
clock or add moveable arms to a paper plate.

Ask your mentee to demonstrate how to navigate

(tickets, passes, etc.).

doctors in your country, you will want to let

•

How do you usually get somewhere? Do you
take the bus, drive, or walk?

of maps and schedules and payment methods

hospitals are more expensive than private

How would you treat a cold or a headache?

Did you drive?

•

the public transportation system, including the use

may be a refugee’s first course of action. If

•

•

might consider highlighting the following public transit

•

What kind of transportation did you use in your
country?

this into practise by reviewing the different types of

more accessible than private doctors. This

Did you use traditional medicine or healers?

•

during their orientation but it is helpful for you to put

in many countries, hospitals are cheaper and

•

Questions to ask:

me. I didn’t understand. Can you say it more

How do you feel about going to the doctor?

slowly?” Listening comprehension is a critical

Do you have fears or concerns about this? If

but difficult skill for beginners. You may have

so, what are they?

to practise a lot.
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Questions to ask:

New Community - shopping at the
supermarket
Family meals and traditional foods are at the heart of
every culture. Long after other cultural traditions are gone,
the food remains an important part of ethnic identity.

•

What kinds of foods do you like to eat?

•

Can you find the fruits and vegetables you
like? Where do you shop for special foods?

•

What foods did you eat in your native country
that you don’t have now?

Food is a fun way to share cultures, but shopping for
food can be overwhelming with so many choices in local
supermarkets. Talking about the supermarket experience

Skills and practice:

and showing the family a variety of stores and available
items can help ease feelings of anxiety. Food should be

•

nourishing and comforting, not a source of stress. Here is

Role-play a trip to a supermarket before going

a list of things you can do to facilitate the process:

to one. Having them ask for various foods is a

•

questions like “Where is the corn?” “Do you

great way to learn. This could involve simple

Visit different stores with your mentee like

have chicken?” and “How much is…” They

supermarkets or a halal butcher so that they can learn

will need to know various weights and how to

about the variety of options available.
•

Take your mentee to the supermarket, walk the aisles
and talk about the market’s layout.

•

Talk about the prices of produce and bulk items (e.g.,
prices are per kilo).

•

Look over the variety of items in each aisle, talk about
the pricing and how to choose items that are of similar
quality but less expensive.

•

•

•

handle money.
•

Cooking lessons are also language lessons.
You may want to show how to make a local
dish they might like to try. You can teach them
about measures used in cooking and explain
the vocabulary for the foods in your recipe. You
can also ask them to teach you how to cook
something.

Be conscious of any food restrictions that your

Safety - home maintenance

In the Kitchen

mentee may have such as pork. Point out those items

Your mentee must learn how to care for their new

in the supermarket.

home. They may receive some training from their case

Note that the prices in supermarkets are fixed and

manager, but follow-ups and refreshers will help them.

cannot be negotiated. A local market, however, may

Cleaning the home can be a subject that feels awkward

allow for haggling.

to mentors. Keep in mind that refugees understand that

Accompany them until they are comfortable shopping

they have never lived in a European-style apartment.

on their own. Be sure to let them select what they

They will likely feel relieved when you demonstrate how

want — you are just the guide!

to clean it properly. Don’t be afraid to repeat the lesson

•

out to the bins immediately. Ask them to show you
where the bins are to make sure they understand.
•

review these with the family, or to watch for them as
they arise.

Basic Tips to Teach
•

food out on the counter can attract bugs and
bacteria.
•

•

Vacuum once a week, if there is a vacuum.

the fridge, -18°C for the freezer.
•

Water is safe from the tap. Don’t buy it from the
shops.

•

Don’t pour grease down the drain.

•

If they have a dishwasher, make sure they
understand the difference between dishwasher
soap and washing up liquid.

•

Teach what can be recycled and how to
separate rubbish. If helpful, create pictorial signs

Demonstrate how to replace the vacuum bag.
•

Check to see if the fridge and freezer are at the
appropriate temperatures: between 0°C–4°C for

Do not take furniture from the street. It can contain
bedbugs.

Show the family how to cool down and store
leftover food inside sealed containers. Leaving

if you notice they’re improperly caring for their home.
Here is a list of common issues. You may choose to

Make sure they know to take full kitchen bin bags

to be placed above the bins to help them in

Emergency services are for life-threatening

remembering.

emergencies only. They should contact their
landlord or maintenance for housing difficulties.
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•

Separate cleaning supplies. Put the kitchen cleaning

•

supplies in the kitchen, and bathroom cleaning

they have a photo, ask that they show you. If

taking a picture of the household item the cleaning

not, you might draw your respective homes, or

supply is for, and putting that picture on the bottle.

look up photos online.

Most important, keep cleaning supplies away from

•

children.

placed in the rubbish bin.

•

What kind of furniture did you have?

•

What do you miss most about your home?
Acknowledge their loss, but emphasize the

Refugees from some countries are used to squatting

memories that they have.

on the toilet. Let them know that if they stand on the
toilet seat, it may break and they will be responsible

Skills and practice:

for the cost of replacement.
•

Explain that not being able to turn off the water

•

requires immediate attention. Also, talk about other

useful technique is to name the item, write it

landlord, like not having hot water, or leaks and drips.

on a piece of paper, then tape the paper onto
the item (stove, refrigerator, sofa, chair). The

Heating the home
•

Make sure all windows and doors are closed.

•

When winter comes, encourage them to wear more

printed word may help speed up their learning
•

clothes, and not to turn up the heat.

•

Share a meal together, practising how to use
the stove, etc.

save money.
Turn off lights when not in use.

Leading by example has a significant effect on how your mentee views his or her new country and its members.

the activity more fun.

A towel rolled up and placed over drafty areas can

•

Practise cleaning the home together. Make it

play music from their home country to make

down to 15°C at night.

Never use the stove for heat!

The most important guideline is your own common sense! Keep in mind that you are serving as a mentor and role model.

knows how to do things. You can ask that they

it between 18°C–21°C during the day, and to turn it

•

process.
a family affair so that everyone in the house

Mark on the thermostat where they should keep the
temperature. In the winter, encourage them to keep

•

To practise local language skills, teach simple
nouns that relate to things in the home. One

problems in the bathroom that can be fixed by their

•

What did your kitchen look like? How did you
cook your food?

Talk about what to put in the toilet. Toilet paper goes
in the toilet; sanitary products or nappies should be

•

What was your home like? Did you have a
yard or a garden? Did you live on a farm? If

supplies in the bathroom. Also, consider drawing or

•

Guidelines
We ask you to observe the following guidelines while interacting with mentees:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Safety and security
•

Lock all windows and doors when going out.

•

Explain the importance of installing smoke alarms and
carbon monoxide detectors. Demonstrate how to test
them and how to replace the batteries.

•

CONDUCT & PRIVACY
REQUIREMENTS

Questions to ask:

Bathroom

6.
7.

Teach how to use a fire extinguisher and where to
strategically place it.

•

Teach how to put out a grease fire. Never use water
or swat at the fire with a towel or fabric. You can throw
baking soda or salt on a small grease fire (never use

8.

flour!). Use a fire extinguisher if necessary.
•

Initiate a conversation about having a safety plan
with the family in case of an emergency (e.g., fire,
earthquake). This should include what they will do and
where they will safely meet.

9.

No drugs or alcohol permitted.
No sexual activity of any kind permitted - even between consenting adults.
If your mentee makes a request beyond the scope of your duties or responsibilities, refer them back to their case
manager. You may also discuss the situation with additional organisation staff such as the volunteer coordinator, if
applicable.
If you have a need for supplies or training, you may direct these needs to organisation staff.
If you detect that someone has a need not being met (food, clothing, housing, job, etc.), please contact the
organisation office.
Respect differences in culture. You may be exposed to religious, medical and cultural practices that are unfamiliar to
you. If you would like more information about these differences, please speak to the organisation staff.
All mentors must abide by reporting laws and codes of their signed Confidentiality Agreement. This means that
suspected child, spouse or elder abuse must be reported to the program. If your mentee wishes to confide potentially
harmful information, advise your mentee that you can and do share information with the case manager as necessary.
Confidentiality also means that no information about the organisation office or staff, other mentors, or any refugees
may be shared with anyone outside the organisation at any time without authorisation. The organisation gains consent
from the refugee to release information to certain organisations. Please ask for the list if you are unsure.
As a mentor, you are representing the organisation, please keep this in mind during the course of your mentorship. If
you would like to use this representation for activities such as lobbying, talking to the press, or any other official acts,
you must seek authorisation from the program first.
Please do not proselytize to mentees. Proselytizing is against the organisation code of conduct. We serve anyone in
need, regardless of religious affiliation.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Privacy considerations
A common concern for mentors is whether they are intruding into a refugee family’s private business. Since it is the
responsibility of staff and mentors to teach refugee families how to succeed in their new surroundings, this sometimes
requires you to be a little “nosy” and may make you feel uncomfortable. This process often requires you to delve into topics
such as finances, medical issues, child discipline, and cleanliness.
Likewise, refugee families might also feel uncomfortable when you offer to help with these types of topics. Take cues from
your mentee and ask if they would be interested in discussing such topics. For example, if your mentee needs to learn
how to pay bills or use banking services, you may need to know their finances in detail. The same is true with medical
issues. The medical system is very complex and it is common for families to request help, but it is important to keep this
information private between you, your mentee and the organisation.
In short, ask questions, demonstrate proper behaviour, and empower refugees by helping them build good habits. If you
have concerns or questions, ask a staff member.

Asylum Seeker refers to a person who enters the country

settings, systems and cultural norms. They help instill a

and applies for refugee status. Once the country has

sense of belonging, build self-confidence and help mitigate

ruled that the asylum seeker meets the legal definition of

the challenges refugees face as they adjust to their new

an individual who has a well-founded fear of persecution

surroundings.

based on the 5 grounds listed in the Geneva Convention,
Migrants typically travel from their homes to other countries

he or she becomes a refugee.

in search for work.
Humanitarian Protection Status is a form of subsidiary
protection; applicable where a person cannot return to their
country of origin, for fear of a real threat against their life or
person, but does not have a fear of persecution based on

Refugees are immigrants who flee their home country
seeking safety due to a fear of persecution based on race,
religion, national origin, political opinion or membership in a

the 5 grounds listed in the Geneva Convention.

particular social group.

Immigrant is a broad term referring to anyone who

Relocation refers to the movement of asylum seekers from

migrates to another country to set up a new residence.

one EU member state to another. It is an intra-EU process,

Internally Displaced Persons are those forced to flee their

disproportionate number of asylum seekers who arrive in

intended to alleviate frontline member states from the

home but who remain within his or her country’s borders.

their territories.

Mentee refers to a refugee who has been paired with a

Resettlement is the transfer of refugees from an asylum

mentor through a resettlement agency or community-based

country to another state that has agreed to admit them and

organization.

ultimately grant them permanent settlement.

Mentors are volunteers who dedicate their time and

Reunification refers to the process of bringing together

willingness to introduce and guide mentees through new

families, particularly children.
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RESOURCES
Recommended articles

Books

•

•

Sea Prayer, by Khaled Hosseini, 2018.

•

The Displaced: Refugee Writers on Refugee Lives,

How we live together: the homeowner and the
refugee, by Donna Fergurson, the Guardian, 2019.
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/

•

•

Turning boats into bags, refugee stitches life
2019. https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-europe-

•

migrants-greece-afghan-designe/turning-boatsinto-bags-refugee-stitches-together-life-in-greece-

Belgium's open homes, and hearts, to migrants, by

•

Voices from the ‘Jungle’: Stories from the Calais
Refugee Camp by the Calais Writers, 2017.

German’s make refugees feel at home with buddy
schemes, cooking and sport by Michelle Martin,

journeys to Europe.
•

•

experience through the wide eyes of four young

Camps by Julie Peteet, 2009.
•

•

Sudanese men, following them from their refugee
camp in Africa to their new home in the United States.
•

An Emmy-nominated feature-length documentary

4.1 Miles (2016), Daphne Matziaraki, 21 minutes

that follows two Sudanese refugees from Sudan and
Kenya to the United States. Winner of an Independent

by coastguards on the Greek island of Lesbos of an

Spirit Award and two Emmy nominations.

incoming boat of refugees.
•

•

Fire at Sea (2016), Gianfranco Rosi, 108 minutes
A portrait of Lampedusa, the tiny Sicilian island where

The Lost Boys of Sudan: An American Story of the

migrants from Africa and the Middle East were arriving

Refugee Experience by Mark Bixler, 2006.

in the thousands in search of a new life in Europe.

•

west-10497136.html

Filmmakers Taran Davies and Walied Osman set out
to gain an understanding of how a generation of war

Afghanistan.

lives of the Italian islanders.

from-syrians-who-have-made-a-new-life-in-the-

Osman, 58 minutes

families in Queens, New York, and the frontline in

horrors of the journey, and also of the impact on the

news/world/europe/refugee-crisis-three-stories-

Afghan Stories (2003), Taran Davies and Walied

has affected the Afghan people, spending time with

Fire at Sea worked as both a detailed account of the

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini, 2003.

Lost Boys of Sudan (2003), Megan Mylan and Jon
Shenk, 87 minutes

A short film dedicated entirely to one day’s rescue

Children Of War: Voices of Iraqi Refugees by

Independent, 2015. https://www.independent.co.uk/

•

A documentary that beautifully captures the refugee

Another News Story (2017), Orban Wallace, 84

and cross Europe.
•

God Grew Tired of Us (2006), Christopher Quinn, 86
minutes

filming refugees and asylum seekers trying to reach

Little Daughter: A Memoir of Survival in Burma and the

Landscape Of Hope And Despair: Palestinian Refugee

•

Wallace’s film turns the camera on the news crews

Deborah Ellis, 2010.

Have Made A New Life In The West, by Richard
Orange, Jamie Merrill and Sophie Hardach, the

footage shot by refugees as they document their own

and film-makers who have spent the past three years

West by Zoya Phan, 2010.

in America.

A three-part documentary broadcast on the BBC using

Violent Borders: Refugees and the Right to Move by

the-volunteers-europe-refugee-crisis
Refugee Crisis: Three Stories From Syrians Who

Refugee Camp in Northern Ethiopia to their new home

Exodus: Our Journey (2017) BBC, 3 Part Series

•

If I can help, I must: meet the volunteers working with
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/02/meet-

making the transition from life in the Shimelba

minutes

•

refugees by Carmen Fishwick, the Guardian, 2016.

•

•

Home Across Lands (2008) John Lavall, 59 minutes
The film chronicles a group of Kunaman refugees

The New Odyssey by Patrick Kingsley, 2017.

refugees-feel-at-home-with-buddy-schemes-cookingand-sport-idUSKCN0VD1KH

•

•

•

europe-migrants-germany-helpers/germans-make-

girlfriend.

lives.

Reece Jones, 2016.

Reuters, 2016. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-

to swim the English Channel and reunite with his

change on treacherous journeys in search of new

Lights in the Distance: Exile and Refuge at the

idUKKCN1T61J4

Times, 2018. https://nyti.ms/2D279ei

•

forced out of their homes by war, famine and climate

Exit West: A Novel by Mohsin Hamid, 2018.

Steven Erlanger and Milan Schreuer, New York

•

Dignity by Patrick Chamoiseau, Matthew Amos and

•

faces discriminatory laws and red tape in his efforts

Director Ai Weiwei portrays the plight of today's 65
million forcibly displaced - the highest number ever -

Welcome (2009), Phillippe Lioret, 110 minutes
A French drama about a young Kurdish refugee who

footage and interviews in more than 22 countries.

Migrant Brothers: A Poet’s Declaration of Human

Borders of Europe by Daniel Trilling, 2018.

•

Human Flow (2018), Ai Weiwei, 140 minutes
This film explores the global refugee crisis through

Fredrik Ronnback, 2018.

together in Greece by Karolina Tagaris, Reuters,

•

•

Edited by Viet Thanh Nguyen, 2018.

jan/05/how-we-live-together-the-homeowner-and-therefugee?CMP=share_btn_link

Films

In This World (2010), Michael Winterbottom, 88
minutes
The story of two Afghan cousins who trek from a

Syrian Refugees Rejected, Rerouted and Resettled,

refugee camp in Pakistan to London, where relatives

by Liz Robbins, New York Times, 2015.

await them.

https://nyti.ms/1lFDJXk
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Videos

Local programs and services

•

I Left Everything, 3 minutes

[Insert a list of local services and organisations in your city, including detailed programs offered by the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHXmDbegw0o

organisation.]

•

A Refugee Mother’s Dream Come True, 2 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kxiq6RQ7XU8

•

Long Journey to Texas, 8 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7BF9qkQpa8

•

Bushra’s story: An Iraqi refugee’s path to a new home in the United States, 2 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeAn8fJnZk8f

•

Meet the German couple making refugees welcome, 1 minute
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10156284356648024

Websites
•

Bridging Refugee Youth & Children's Services
www.brycs.org

•

Cultural Orientation Resource Exchange
www.coresourceexchange.org

•

European Resettlement and Integration Technical Assistance
www.eurita.org

•

European Union-Facilitating Resettlement and Refugee Admission through New Knowledge
www.eu-frank.eu

•

International Rescue Committee
www.rescue.org

•

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
www.unhcr.org

•

U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants
www.refugees.org
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CONTACT
INFORMATION
On behalf of the our organisation, thank you for contributing your time and energy as a mentor. Your effort and
contributions help provide opportunities for refugees to successfully start their new life in Europe!
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions!

[Insert contact information for the mentor’s primary point of contact (case manager, volunteer coordinator, etc.)]

www.EURITA.org
For more information on this handbook and to request
an editable version, please contact Eurita@Rescue.org

The content of this publication represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility. The
European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.

This publication was funded by
the European Union’s Asylum,
Migration and Integration Fund

